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Cybercrime

“Cybercrime, refers to any crime that involves a computer 

and a network, where the computers may or may not have 

played an instrumental part in the commission of a crime. 

Netcrime refers, more precisely, to criminal exploitation of 

the Internet.”



Would the 
solution 
be this 
simple?



Relation to ISM in general

• Everybody is on the internet today

• Everything is connected today

• Your network is connected to the internet

• Mobile devices are on the internet

Together this creates potentially huge risks to 

manage your Information Security today



More specific to ISM by the CBCS

“As supervised institutions play a crucial  role  in  our  

economy,  it  is  important,  that  the  effects  of  disruptions, 

cyber  threats, privacy violations and other information 

security threats regarding services to the public are also 

mitigated. This will contribute to maintain public trust and 

confidence in our financial sector.”



Me

Maurice Stolzenbach
Managing Director Caribbean Region 

@ Fox-IT



Us

Fox-IT

In total 110+ motivated hackers, nerds and 
consultants 



The next hour

• The business case for Cybercrime

• Trends in Cybercrime

• Examples of Cybercrime

• What can you do?



First, we all need a certain awareness…

as cybercrime is on the rise…



Awareness Video

Video 1
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Enablers for CyberCrime



„Real time-azation‟

“Speed of functional processes is growing rapidly towards the 

speed of the speed of the underlying process technology.”

Why?

• Because it is possible;

• Market is demanding;

• It stimulates innovation;

• It stimulates competition;

• It stimulates progress;

• It stimulates prosperity/economic welfare.

“Software is a gas, it expands to fill its container”

Nathan Myhrvold – former Microsoft CTO



„Criminal supply web‟

“In the early days cybercrime was the domain of hackers, while 

today cybercrime has become the domain of cooperating 

groups of experts with each their own ROI model.”

• High level of specialisation;

• Non hierarchic;

• High level of knowledge;

• The market is there.

Source: KLPD THTC, Criminaliteitsbeeldanalyse 2009 

(Dutch police report on organised crime)



„Criminal supply web‟

• Hacker: develops the exploits;

• Coder: writer of the malware;

• Money Launderer: takes care of the money transport;

• Botnet herder: maintain / exploit their botnets;

• Designers / translators: build phishing sites;

• Hosting: supply anonymous CPU, bandwith, etc.;

• Executors: link everything and will execute the actual
attack.

Source: KLPD THTC, Criminaliteitsbeeldanalyse 2009 

(Dutch police report on organised crime)



Cybercrime business case

• Fact: Cybercrime is big business today

• Cybercrime tools are for sale on the web and it‟s 
getting cheaper and also easier to use

• Anti-virus software is losing the battle against 
malware - the new breed of malware is virtually 
undetectable by current scanning software

• “Zero-day” threats that make use of 
vulnerabilities which are not yet patched

• Firewalls are often insufficient protection

• No global legal framework



Cybercrime business case - 2

• Various ways of approaching people:
 Spam; online pharmacy (e.g. Canadian Pharmacy fraud)

 Present fake AV sites

 Phishing e-mails (Nigerian bank scam, etc.)

• Black Hat Search Engine Optimization (SEO) or 
“SEO poisoning” 
 Search engine results are poisoned to drive user traffic to the 

rogue site

• Lots of social engineering techniques (Facebook, etc.)

• Geolocation data is helping cybercriminals launch more 
sophisticated and targeted attacks against social networks. 
Mobile devices offer cybercriminals an open door to corporate 
authentication credentials, sensitive data and trade secrets.



Cybercrime business case - 3



What puts you at risk?

• Malware attacks can strike at anytime and from 
anywhere. Weak passwords, mobile devices and social 
networks, everyday software, removable media, operating 
systems and web all pose risk

• Far too many people use simple and easily-guessed 
passwords

• The BlackBerry security-built-in model is fairly successful 
so far, but only time will tell if the security model will be 
diluted or compromised by the discovery of vulnerabilities, 
and users should avoid placing too much trust in these 
devices simply because today‟s security model is effective

• Facebook, by far the largest social networking system and 
the most targeted by cybercriminals, has a major 
problem in the form of its app system



Social Engineering techniques

• Facebook „survey scam‟ 
• Tricks users into installing an application from a spammed link. To 

access the application‟s alleged (but often non-existent) functionality, 
users must grant access to their personal data. This sends out links to 
a new stash of contacts; that also must fill in a survey form, which 
earns the application creators money through affiliate systems.

• Clicking links can easily activate malicious 
software to be downloaded onto PC and network



How to avoid being fooled by SE

1. Remember: if something sounds too good to be true, it probably 
is.

2. Ask yourself: why would you be singled out for special treatment 
out of the millions of other Internet users. If you can‟t find a good 
reason, it is probably a scam.

3. Don‟t believe everything you read. Just because an e-mail or 
website is presented attractively doesn‟t mean that it‟s telling you 
the truth.

4. Be patient. Too many users end up the victims of Internet crime 
because they do not stop to think, but instead act on impulse 
clicking on a “sexy” link or an interesting looking attachment 
without thinking of the possible consequences.

5. Unless you‟re certain of a person‟s identity and authority to 
request such information, never provide your personal information 
or information about your company/organization.

 In general, always THINK before you click!



The human factor

• The human factor is usually the weakest link 
in the system

• It is very difficult or even impossible to 
control the human factor within a company

• What technology or technologies can be 
used to minimize risks and where?

 Multi layer approach in your system or 
network



Case 1 – ING/PayPal

Using PayPal criminals can circumvent the ING transaction authentication 
method (Source: www.crimesite.nl, 21 March 2011)

1. Traditional phishing to obtain login and password to gain access to bank account
2. Criminals setup an account at PayPal
3. PayPal transfers an amount to the bank account for verification
4. Criminal will see the transferred amount and informs PayPal
5. Criminal can now easily order with this activated and linked account completely

by-passing the standard TAN based transaction authentication at ING

http://www.crimesite.nl/


Case 2 – Zeus Trojan
Zeus or Zbot is one of the most notorious and widely-spread information

stealing Trojans in existence. Zeus is primarily targeted at financial data theft; 

its effectiveness has lead to the loss of millions worldwide.

The Zeus kit is obtained on underground forums with older versions available 

for free and the newest, fully-featured versions costing several thousand

dollars. 

The Zeus kit is very simple to use, requiring little technical 

knowledge. As a result, huge numbers of independent Zeus-created botnets

exist, all with their own controllers. 

In very general terms Zeus/Zbot performs the following actions:

• Copy itself to another location, execute the copy, delete the original

• Lower browser security settings by changing IE registry entries

• Injects code into other processes, main process exits

• Injected code hooks apis in each process

• Steals several different type of credential found on the system

• Downloads config file and processes it

• Uses api hooks to steal data

• Sends data back to Command & Control center



Case 3 – Sony Playstation hack
On April 27, 2011, Sony has admitted that it shut down its PlayStation 

Network last week because it discovered a "non-gaming" intrusion into the

system, but had not realized until late on Tuesday – following 

forensic security testing – that the breach had led to the theft of the

data of the 77 million users.

Security analysts said that the problem may mean that hackers have 

uncovered a fundamental flaw in Sony's networks which will be 

expensive and time-consuming to fix.

Update June 5: Sony's PlayStation Store came back online this week, 

to the general approval of PlayStation fans. The records of 

about 1 million Sony customers went up, too. The records were 

posted by the hacking group LulzSec last week as a demonstration 

that Sony had not fixed the fundamental, enterprise wide security flaw 

that had allowed hackers to take over a series of its other networks.

 More hacks into this system are currently still progressing…



What are we up against?

Speed

Diversity

Change

Stealth



What does this mean for fraud 
prevention?

Don‟t focus on what you can‟t control

Customer or Employee end points

Focus on what you can control

Your organisation‟s infrastructure and data

Know your enemy

Cybercrime intelligence



Are we up to the challenges?

Well…



Solution requirements?

Cybercrime intelligence driven

Business independence

Agile operating capabilities



Example: Solution for online 
banking - DetACT

“Online banking traffic monitoring”

If you can’t prevent it, detect and act.



The basic idea

• Tap in on and use the very feature rich data 
stream between financial institution and 
consumer end point

• Parse & store all data

• Search and find, in real time, characteristics of 
fraudulent actions/transactions in data stream



Internet
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Back office monitoring Intelligence Agent based monitoring)

How does it work?
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Internet
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Tap

FW

Bank’s back office systems

Copy traffic

Process data

Store data

Analyze data

How does it work?



DetACT - Detection of Active Cyber Threats



Results

Quickly respond to Modus Operandi

Block transactions

Reduce criminal ROI

Force them to move to other target



“Defenses for the future war”



What can you do?

Strategic security initiatives

 Attacks are often successful in organizations that believed a comprehensive 

data security strategy was in place. 

For executives and managers who are tasked with ensuring their company 

does not suffer a security event, the following advice:

• Assess, reduce and monitor client-side attacks: Monitor and inventory applications to 
measure adherence to standards and evaluate risk.

• Embrace social networking, but educate staff: An established policy and education 
can help protect against attacks originating from social networking tools.

• Develop a mobile security program: Gaining control over configurations of mobile 
devices will help reduce risk.

• Enforce security upon third party relationships: Choose a platform and vendor with a 
solid security history, and require vendors to undergo third-party security testing. 

 Consult an IT security specialist, you are not going to a regular doctor for your 
heart disease either…



High level findings Cybercrime

Despite widespread awareness of the impact of cybercrime, cyber attacks

continue to occur frequently and result in serious financial consequences for

businesses and government institutions.

Key findings from a 2010 research:

• Cybercrimes are costly

• Cybercrimes are intrusive and common occurrences

• The most costly cybercrimes are those caused by web attacks, malicious code and 
malicious insiders

• Cyber attacks can get costly if not resolved quickly

• Information theft represents the highest external cost, followed by the costs 
associated with the disruption to business operations

• A significant cost-reduction opportunity for organizations that are able to automate 
detection and recovery through technologies like Security Information and Event 
Management (SIEM) systems

• A strong security posture reduces the impact and cost of cyber attacks

 Research supports the notion “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”

Source: Ponemon Institute  Research Report, involving 45 organizations in USA, July 2010 



Relevant books…



Cyber attack Hollywood style

Die Hard 4.0

Cyber Attack Hollywood style



Today…

• The business case for Cybercrime

• Trends in Cybercrime

• Examples of Cybercrime

• What can you do?

√

√

√

√



Based on what you have seen and heard today
regarding Cybercrime, 

please ask yourself the following questions:

So…

1. Are we a target?

&

2. Are we ready for it?




